Tokyo-Kyoto Places to Visit
Tokyo Sky Tree: The world's highest free-standing
broadcasting tower in Sumida, Tokyo. It has reached its tallest
structure in Japan in 2010 and reached its full height of 634.0
metres (2080ft) in March 2011, making it the tallest tower in the
world, with cutting-edge Japanese building technology
supporting it and ensuring safety.
Ginza, Yanaka: Ginza Yanaka offers historical side of Tokyo
where mostly known for its modern and futuristic side with hightech and skyscrapers. Yanaka area is a true hidden gem which is
located in the central Tokyo, yet has an unspoiled atmosphere
and local vibrations.
Inokashira Onshi Park: It is one of the largest parks in Tokyo
with a vast space including a pond, zoo, etc. and a popular spot
for cherry blossoms and autumn leaves viewing. Located in
Tokyo, Kichijoji where a lot of trendy and stylish cafes and shops
gather. The area has great access to Shibuya and Shinjuku, but
has much more chilled and local atmosphere. Anime studio,
Studio Ghiburi Musium is located at the tip of the park. You can purchase tickets in advanced.
Harajuku: Harajuku has been one of the most popular districts to
visit in Tokyo, the biggest trend of 2017, “Instagram-Worthy”
cafes, sweets and drinks, and a lot of new shops have recently
opened with creative snacks and drinks.

Tokyo Bethel: There is an opportunity to visit Bethel
among Jehovah Witness during the Tokyo stay and if
you wish to visit there please notify before the trip
for making an arrangement. 4-7-1 Nakashinden
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Imperial Palace & East Garden (皇居): Tokyo
Imperial Palace 皇居 is the main residence of the
Emperor of Japan. Except on Jan 2 (New Year’s
Greeting) and Dec 23 (Emperor’s Birthday), the palace
buildings and inner gardens are not open to the public.
Only on both specific dates, visitors are able to enter the
inner palace grounds and see the members of the Imperial

Family, who make several public appearances on a balcony. The Imperial Palace East
Gardens 皇居東御苑, are a part of the inner palace area and are open to the public. Opening
Hours Daily except Monday & Friday 09:00am – 4:00pm
Kabukichō (舞伎町) is an entertainment and red-light
district in north east Shinjuku beyond Yasukuni-dōri
Avenue. It is very famous for hostess bars, host bars, love
hotels, shops, restaurants, and nightclubs, and is often
called the “Sleepless Town”. The district’s name comes
from late-1940s plans to build a kabuki theatre: although
the theatre was never built due to financial difficulties, the
name stuck.
Nakamise: Located just before Sensoji after Kaminarimon or
“Thunder Gate”, a massive paper lantern dramatically painted
in vivid red-and-black tones to suggest thunderclouds and
lightening, Nakamise is one of the oldest shopping centers in
Japan. Apart from typical Japanese souvenirs such as yukata,
keychains and folding fans, various traditional local snacks
from the Asakusa area are sold along the Nakamise.
Kyoto and Nara one day Bus tour ($83) Sightsee
through Kansai’s most scenic areas, seeing iconic
landmarks in Nara and Kyoto in one day, without
the hassle of changing trains or getting lost. With
pickup times in either Osaka or Kyoto, board a
convenient tour bus to visit the 1000 vermilion gates
of Fushimi-Inari Shrine, scenic Nara Park, beautiful
Arashiyama, and more. Visit Kyoto and Nara’s most
famous sights in 1 day See 2 UNESCO World
Heritage Sites: Todaiji Temple and Kasuga Taisha Shrine Enjoy live commentary in English
or Chinese Round-trip bus fare from Kyoto or Namba

